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Abstract: In classical probability, the discrete Poincaré constant of a random variable relates the variance 
of a function of variable to the expected square of its finite difference and determines the spectral gap. We 
consider this idea to identify the optimal Poincaré constant of a positive self-adjoint operator in non-
commutative probability space. We first identify the optimal Poincaré constant of a positive self-adjoint
element having Bernoulli distribution measure. Then extend it to the 3-point and 4-point distribution 
measure. Finally, we obtain the result for n-point distribution measure, which can be related to the 
distribution of an element belongs to the space of (n×n) real Hermitian matrices.
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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Poincaré (or spectral gap) inequalities provide a 
relationship between L2-norms on functions and their 
derivatives. It is quite well known [1-6] and the
references therein), that the classical Poincaré
inequality for a random variable Y is used to determine 
the relationship between L2(Y)-norm of a function g 
and its derivative ϑ′(Y) or ∆g(Y)=g(Y+1)-g(Y). We
start with the definition of classical Poincaré inequality 
following the terminology of [7]:

Definition 1.1: A  measure µ on a space X is said to 
satisfy a Poincaré inequality with constant c if

(1.1)

for every f : X→   such that the various terms in eq. 
(1.1) make sense.

In this note, we consider a problem about the 
application  of  classical  Poincaré inequality to
operators. We identify the optimal Poincaré constant 
that  relates  the  variance  of  a  function  of  self 
adjoint operator to the expected square of its finite 
forward  difference.  In  this  regard,  we  assume A to 
be a von Neumann algebra B (H), defined as the
algebra of bounded operators acting on the Hilbert 
space H  that  contains  the  multiplicative  unit 1  and 
is  closed  under  the  adjoint  operation  and  under 
taking limits in the weak operator topology (i.e. the 
simple  weak  convergence  on H). We consider the 

trace  linear  functional  in  our results, which is defined 
as follows: 
Definition 1.2: Let Let φ : A→  be a trace that takes 
the value 1 at the identity operator 1 on H and is 
concentrated on the spectrum of the operator. 

Since we want φ to be similar to the classical
expectation, a positivity assumption is required.
Positivity is considered in the sense of operator theory: 
an element X of A will be positive if it is a self-adjoint
positive operator on H. The positivity requirement on φ
is that it takes non-negative values on positive
operations in A.

RESULT AND PROOF

We first consider the case when the self-adjoint
element having a Bernoulli distribution measure. Since 
all the results are proved in an analogous way, so we 
have given all the minute details of the following proof. 

Theorem 2.1: Let X be a positive self-adjoint element 
of non-commutative probability space (A,φ) with
probability measure 

and let C (Sp(X)) be the algebra of continuous
complex-valued functions on spectrum of X, i.e. Sp 
(X). Then by using Poincaré inequality

Var [f (X)] ≤ C φ (f (X+1H) – f (X))2
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for all f ∈ C (Sp (X)),
1
2  is the optimal Poincaré

constant.

Proof: Let X be a self-adjoint element with spectral 
decomposition

X = 
2
∑
i=1
λi PX (λi)

For f∈ C(Sp (X)), this leads to 

f (X) = 
2
∑
i=1

f (λi)Px (λi)

which implies 

φ (f (X)) = 
2
∑
i=1

f (λi) φ (PX (λi)) = 
2
∑
i=1

f (λi) µX (λi)

therefore

φ (f (X)) = 
1
2 (f (λ1) + f (λ2)) and

φ (ƒ2(X)) = 
1
2 (ƒ2(λ1)+ ƒ2(λ2))

We can describe the variance as 

Var [f (X)] = φ (ƒ2(X)) – [φ(f(X))]2

                   = 
1
2 (ƒ2(λ1)+ƒ2(λ2))-

1
4 (f (λ1) + f (λ2))2

                   = 
1
4 (f (λ1)-f (λ2))2 (2.1)

Because

φ (X) = 
2
∑
i=1
λi µx (λi)

applying the definition of the linear functional gives φ
(1H) = 1. Also, because µx is a probability measure, we 
know that

2
∑
i=1
µx (λi) = 1

Thus, we can state that 

φ (1H) = 
2
∑
i=1

µx(λi) = 1

and so 

φ (X) + φ (1H) = 
2
∑
i=1

λi µx(λi) + 
2
∑
i=1
µx(λi)

φ (X+1H) = 
2
∑
i=1

(λi +1) µx (λi)

φ (f (X+1H)) = 
2
∑
i=1

f (λi +1) µx (λi).

This implies

φ[(f (X+1H) – f (X))2] = 
2
∑
i=1

(f (λi +1) – f (λI))2 µx (λi)

                                    = 
1
2  (f (λ1 +1) – f (λ1))2

                                    + 
1
2  (f (λ2 +1) – f (λ1)) 2

Then the infimum over Var [f(X)], assuming 

f (λ1+1) = f (λ2+1)= f (λ2)

is given by 

φ[(f (X +1H) – f (X))2] = 
1
2 (f (λ2) – f(λ1))2 (2.2)

By    comparing    (2.1)    and    (2.2)   implicitly 
and using   the   Poincaré   inequality,   the  required

result is  obtained  with  C = 
1
2  as an optimal Poincaré 

constant.

Corollary 2.2: Let X be a positive self-adjoint element 
of non-commutative probability space(A,φ) with
probability measure 

µx = 

and let C (Sp (X)) be the algebra of continuous
complex-valued functions on spectrum of X, i.e. Sp 
(X). Then by using Poincaré inequality

Var [f (X)] ≤ Cφ( )(f (X + 1H) – f (X))2

for all f ∈ C (Sp (X), 
1
3 is the optimal Poincaré constant. 

Proof: Let X be a self-adjoint element with spectral 
decomposition

X = 
3
∑
i=1

λi Px (λi)
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On the same linzes of proof of Theorem 2.1, for f ∈
C(Sp(X)), the variance can be given as

Var [f (X)] =
1
9 ((f(λ1) – f(λ2))2

                 + (f(λ2) – f(λ3))2 + (f(λ3) – f(λ1))2) (2.3)

Similarly

φ[(f (X)+ 1H) – f (X))2] = 
3
∑
i=1

(f (λi+1)-f (λi))3 µx (λi)

                                       = 
1
3 (f (λ1 + 1) – f (λ1))2

                        + 
1
3 (f (λ2 + 1) – f (λ2))2

                                        + 
1
3 (f (λ3 + 1) – f (λ3))2 (2.4)

To find the infimum over Var [f (X)], we assume 

f (λ1 + 1) = f (λ2) and f (λ2 + 1) = f (λ3)
and

f (λ3 + 1) = f (λ1).

By comparing (2.3) and (2.4) implicitly and using 
the Poincaré inequality the required result is obtained 
with C=1/3 as an optimal Poincaré constant. 

Following results can be prove easily. The proof 
follows along the line of analogous as Corollary 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.1, so we omit the proofs.

Corollary 2.3: Let X be a positive self-adjoint element 
of non-commutative probability space (A,ϕ) with
probability measure 

and let C(Sp(X)) be the algebra of continuous complex 
functions on spectrum of X, i.e. Sp(X). Assume

Then by using Poincaré inequality

)
for all 

 is the optimal Poincaré constant.

Remark 2.4: It is worth noticing that the conditions on 
the eigen values for n=3 and n=4 are quite similar. This 
leads us to prove the result in case of general n for a 
class of real Hermitian matrices.

Theorem 2.5: Let Mn nM ( )  be a space of (n×n)
positive Hermitian matrices. Let nX M ( )∈  with
empirical spectral distribution measure 

and let C(Sp(X)) be the algebra of continuous complex 
functions on spectrum of X, i.e. Sp(X). Let us assume

Then by using Poincaré inequality

)
for all 

is the optimal Poincaré constant.

CONCLUSIONS

We identified the optimal Poincaré constant of a 
positive self-adjoint operator in few different cases.
When the spectral distribution measure is Bernoulli, 3-
point,4-point and finally n-point distribution. Under a 
few conditions on eigenvalues, we found that in each 
case the same constant is obtained as that of
commutative probability space.
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